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Eas lern Washin~lon Universit y

Eastern football
leaves for Albi
Compllr d from

In a move to accommod a te th ~
dem and s of a Di vis ion I sched u le
slated wi th seven Big ky on ference foes, a ll Eastern home foo tball ga m es wi ll be p layed in
Spo ka n e's s p aciou s J o e A I b i
Stadiu m nex t fa ll.
And wi th Was hington State
Un iver ity's a nno uncement tha t the
o uga rs will play no ho me ga m e
at A lbi next fall , Eastern sho u ld
have a cha nce to genera te mo mentum with a S po ka ne a ud ience to
pus h attendan ce a t Ea gle gam e to
a leve l imilar to Big ky tea ms,
w hose conferen ce EW U is still see king to join , said P res ident 1-1.
G eorge Frede ric kso n.
Eas tern's ·chedu le, which i;· ~~
pected to be released nex t wee k, in c lud e a ll Big S ky sc hoo l exce pt
Webe r ta te, in ludin g a n O cto ber
'20 H o m ecomi ng d a te with pe re nn ia l po wer Uni vers ity o f Ida ho.
Apparently, Eas tern is o n it s way
to wi nning the ar tifi c ia l phase o f
th e tur f wars in S po ka ne th a n k in
part to the o ugar plan to p lay a ll
of th eir ga m es in M a n in Stadium
in Pull m a n .
Alth o ug h atten dan ce a t Easte rn
ga m es o ve r t he p a t few yea rs has
been sparse, athletic departmen t o ffi cia ls fee l tha t th e m ove to
Spo ka ne, coupled with an extensive
ma rk eting pla n, can boos t attend a n ce a t the Ida ho ga me to 7,000
to 8,000. Woodwa rd Fi e ld o n the
C hen ey ca mpus has a n es tima ted
ca pacity o f 5,500, a nd the pres box
is co ns idered su b- tanda rd a t the
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Big S ky level.
Eastern' me n' Athletic Director
-Ro n Raver has said on n umerous
occasio ns t ha t a thleti c event
shou ld be p layed o n ca m pus. But
in this pa rt icular instance, the Eagle
AD is stuck between the proverbial
rock a nd hard place.
Frederi c k o n poi nted ou t he
wasu'( the perso n to make the d ecision to mo ve a ll ho me ga mes to
S po kane, bu t he agree with the
ven tu re.
"All I can . a y is the majo ri ty of
o u r s tud en ts are fro m S poka ne.
Theywould have ea ier acces to the
games;' Frederickson sa id , "and the
maj o rity o f o ur a lu m s li ve in
po ka ne. They wo uld have ea ier
acce '. '
Fred eric kso n said the un iver ity
must t ry no t to be a ll things to al I
peo p le, trying to p lease the dorm itory s tud ents a nd a few C heney
merch_a n t.s o n o ne ha nd , ye t tr y to
co urt the Bi g Sky choo ls a nd the
S p o kane media expos ure a nd a
c ha nce fo r a 10,000 ga te . on the
o t he r.
" In as muc h a s the ch oice has
been made (to move all home
ga mes to S po ka ne's 36,000- eat J e
A lbi Sta di um) the du ty now wo u ld
be for bett er pro mo tion . . .. extra
s pecia l ways o f deali ng wit h t he
co ncerns a nd inte rests of the dorm ito ry a nd apart ment st udent in
C heney ... a care and co nce rn fo r
the mea n a nd intere ts of the
heney r.ierc han ts;' Fred erickson
a id.

Robot stars at HEC
dedication cere111ony
By KA LEN I:. PHILLIPS
'taff Writer

l'holO hy IIRAD ( ; A IHUSON

A ·o mcwhal unorthodo x, if not psycholgil'all y unsound desire to get lo the bottom of things keep Ranger
dub members on the descent. A stout rope keeps each ROTC-sponsored rappeller from arriving at the
bollom too quickl y. The organi zation , ca ptained by C apt. Bruce Ande rson and C ulver Stone, provided
a demonstration last T hursday at the Phase II ' 'Rock. " The fellow on the wa y down (above) is T roy Thrall.

Program keys on health
By LISA ROS EN A lJ
Staff Writer
T hi s sp rin g q ua rter, University
Dining Services is introd u cing a
new health a wareness program .
De bbi e C a nn a ta, di et ic ia n a t
T a wa nk a , a nd Ka re n Raver, R.N .
health prom o tio ns coordinato r ,
ha ve combined health , nutrition,
and fitness into two months of
seminars, exhibits, a nd fitn ess activites to he lp increase student
a wareness a bo ut their o wn health .
"Stude nts need to ta ke responsibility for their own health , " said
Cannata . " Students d o n't think of
conseque n ces o f their present
health style . T hey need to be aware
o f the 'down-the-road' diseases a nd
wha t they need to be doing to prevent them no w . ' '
T he idea fo r th e p rogram ste ms
fro w last Apr il's Na tio n a l Nutri tio n Month . C a nna ta a nd Ra ver
combined fo rces las t No vember
and d evised a prog ram to invo lve
m o re th a n nutriti o n , thu s
"Health beat. "

T he foc us will be o n health
fitness, a iming a t Bloomsday. For
insta nce , there will be a biat hlo n o n
t he 19th o f th is mo nth , com bining
swimming a nd running , fo llo wed
on the 2 1st by a fun run sponsored
b y the T otal Fitness P rog ra m.
Cannata said she hoped the programs will be well received by the
stude nts . Programs scheduled fo r
April a r e : T hur s d a y, April
5- '' Re lax - for Good H ealth . ' '
P eggy G azette , a nd Eastern professor will he lp student s learn ho v1
to cope with stress with differt:nt
re laxation techniques . This will be
held in the Dressler Formal Lounge
from 7-8 p .m .
On Thursday, April 19, three
a rea dieticia ns will present a
seminar entitled " Controversies in
Nut ri tion : Food Additi ves a nd
P rese r va ti ves,
Arti c i fic ia l
Sweete ners , a nd C a ffeine . " T his
will focus o n the problems o f " hidden po isons" in o ur food a nd their
e ffects o n us . T his progra m will be
held in PUB 3A fr o m 2-3 :30 p .m .

"Self H ealth Care a nd the U se
o f Over-the Count er Drugs" will be
the to pic o f a seminar, Wednesd ay ,
April 25, from 3-4 p .m. in room 3A
of the PUB. C ha rles H o ugh, M .D.,
is the speake r and will talk o n
health conditio ns tha t commo nl y
a ffect college-age popula tio ns .
A T uesday in Tawanka o n the
24th of April is sla ted to bring
togeth er the e lem e nt s o f health,
nutrition , a nd fitn~ss. E ntitled
" H ealth Yourself, " this will be
held in Tawa nka from 4-7 p .m .
The last scheduled event for
April will be held o n the 26th. T his
wo rks hop , "Go a l Setting for
H ealth," will be led by Karen
Ra ve r, R.N. and health promotions coo rdinator here a t E WU. A s
the title s ugges ts, the topic will be
on ho w students can identify and
cha nge health behavior b y go a l
setting .
T hese a re just the fir t mo nth '
acti vities. T here will be m ore ,
especia ll y a s Bloomsd a y draws
near. W a tch fo r more d eta il .

H ero, the (WO - fool
robo t, ro ll ed aero the lo ng tab le,
ra i ed hi mecha ni ca l a rm a nd
wha cked 1.he " ribbo n" o f comp ute r
printout pa per o fficially dedica ting
th e co mp ut er faci li ti es a l th e
H ig h e r Ed u c a t io n Ce nt e r in
Spo ka ne Tuesd ay.
A ltho ugh H ero da nced to ho w
o ff so me of his prog ra mmed
capa bilities a nd s po ke in o ne o f his
64 voice to nes, the dedicatio n
foc used o n the three compu te r
la boratories a t the F irs t a nd Wa ll
learning cente r. Included in the
$150,000 se~o nd fl oor complex a re
Eastern's new Micro-C o mp ute r
la boratory, the Softwa re La b a n d
the D igita l Design Labo ra tory
faci lities.
"An event such as this represents
a disting uished accom p lis hme nt; '
E WU
Pres id e nt
Geo rge
F rederickson said .
"lt's o u r way o f say ing to
S po ka ne that Eastern is ta king
som e ver y posiqve steps toward
providing techno logica l education'.'
Much of the eq uipme nt is o nl y
a few months old. The mi crocomputer laborat o r y h as 16
desktop A pple II computer system s
for use in computer literacy classes,
m icro com puters a nd business a nd
computer graphics, said Hug h
S ull iva n , dean o f the School of
Ma them a tical
Sc ie nc es
a nd
Tec h11o logy.
T he softwa re la b ha comp ute r
termi na l linked to the larger co m puter cen ter o n the Cheney campus.

D igit al des ig n o ffe rs stu den ts in • t ruct ion. in de ign ing co mpu ter
prog ra ms a n<l in ·y tern ana ly i .
Abo ut 300 Ea tern stude nt cu rre nt ly u c the fa..:ilities a nd eq u ipment in the downtown labo ra LO rie .
accord ing to Te rry Mauer o f
Eas ter'i1's
p ubl ic
rel at io n s
de pa rtmen t.
The equ ipment is pa rt of an expa nding School o f Mat hema tical
Science. and Tec hnology esta bli hed las t Novem ber. P lans for co ntinued g rowth of the school include
fi nishing co nstru ctio n of th e co mpu ter center next to Tawanka C omm o ns on the C heney campus by fall
q uarter and includ ing speci fi c
degrees rela ted to computers in th e
c ur riculum , Frede ri ckson said .

''HERO' '
T he C o uncil for Post Seco ndar y
Education will consider approval in
A pril of two bachelor of science
d eg ree s- o ne in in for m a t io n
system s and o ne in co m gute r
tech no logy, Fred erickso n said .
An und ergradu a te d egree in
m e cha n ical tec hno logy a nd a
g rad u a te d eg ree in co m p u ter
cien ce are a lso u nder co ns ide ra tion , Ma uer said .
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Library system co~plaints addressed
our present copy machines put out,
Baumann made the following inStaff Writer
formation available:
Copies made in February:
A number of complaints concer1st floor
21,000
ning John F. Kennedy Library and
2nd
floor
22,000
the services it offers have been
Photoduplicating 31,000
brought to the attention of The
Poor typewriters
Easterner. These are not necessariNow,
here's one grievance we
ly new problems but rather procan't
blame
on the library. Why?
blems that have plagued the library
Because
the
library did not purand its users for some time.
A random survey conducted in chase those typewriters and it was
the PUB of 50 EWU students who not their idea to do so.
Those six typewriters were
were asked what should be done to
originally
purchased by our
improve the library raised the
following issues. Dr. Walter H. ASEWU in 1971. Two years ago
Baumann, head librarian, took some typewriters were replaced.
time out from his busy schedule to The ASEWU bought them, and the
library voluntarily maintains them.
address these grievances .
According to Baumann, the
Inadequate study area
didn't have a lot of
ASEWU
Remember the last time you
money
to
spend
at the time, never~ent to the library to research a
project, cram for an exam or just theless the decision was to purchase
catch up on homework and found a quantity of typewriters rather
the task distressing or impossible than just one or two good ones.
Periodicals
because some other students were
Some of you may have noticed
having such a great time visiting
that
many of your favorite
that you couldn't hear yourself
magazines
are no longer subscribthink? Ever wonder what you could
ed to by our library. The reason
do about it?
Baumann said the library could again is a financial one.
In the 81-83 biennium, when
have guards posted by each door.
state
funds were cut, everyone sufHowever, the fact remains that the
library cannot afford to hire peo- fered and not just the library. But,
ple to perform this function. He is Baumann said, the library system
aware that this is a problem and suffered greater hardships due to
urges students who cannot study inflation.
While the rest of the economy
because of noise to lodge their
was
enjoying a leisurely 7 to 8 percomplains at the front desk and
cent
inflation rate, the subscription
something will be done. Baumann
also said that it is library policy that rates and book prices were
the first floor is the "noisy" floor, skyrocketing at a 15- to 16-percent
that the basement and second floor clip. The library is just now getting
are reserved for those who need on its feet again. The recovery will
take some time but things arc getquiet.
ting better, said Baumann.
Inadequate copy facllities
The complaints most students
Though some magazines must
had were: I) The price of copying necessarily be cut from the
is excessive. 2) There are too few subscription rolls, there is still the
copy machines. 3) The quality of matter of material appropriations.
copies is poor.
The library still subscribes to CoBaumann disagrees that the ed, Glamour, People and Vogue
10-cent ch,arge is excessive. while magazines such as National
However, he does agree that we Geographic, Natural History and
need more and bet.ter cop} Geo continue to be unavailable and
machines. Again, because of not subscribed to. The questionable
finances, this equipment cannot be magazines suggested by students
purchased at the present and surveyed were objectionable not
students shouldn't expect to see thi5' because they .are bad magazines,
problem resolved in the near some said, but because they are infuture, hr said.
.
appropriate for an academic
Just to illustrate how much work library.

By OPENDACK

Pllolo by CRAIG COPPOCK

Laurie Harmon peruses one of the "entertainment" magazines available at Kennedy Libnry. Some students
have complained that the library doesn't subscribe to enough "Intellectual" periodicals.

When asked who decided and by
what standards of value these decisions are made, Baumann stated
that many of the magazines
ordered are requested by the
students themselves. Others are
decided upon by the library staff
according to what they think is
needed, and requests by the various
academic departments throughout
the university are also considered,
said Baumann.
Book Renewal
Ever check out a book at Kennedy and try to renew that same
book at the main library in
Spokane, or vice versa? Ever turn
in a Dewey Decimal book, one that
does not have a bar code, at a
Spokane library and then be told
by Kennedy that you have an overdue book - your records continuing to show that you have an
overdue book for another two
weeks?
Baumann admits the problem
exists and has existed for some
time, but the problem is one they
are working on and will be reconciled, he said.
Baumann explained that the problem exists because the computers

'Career Week' next week
By IDRRI FRICKS
Staff Writer

Graduates entering the job
market, as well as students deciding
on a major, can benefit from the
opportunities Career Week (April
9-13) has to offer.
Career Week begins with a
"nooner" on Monday, provided by
the theatre group, "A Little 1raveling Music!'
On Tuc'.iday, 29 representatives
from different businFss fields will
be present for the Career Fair in the
PUB MPR. This event will be from
10 a.m.-1 p.m. and will feature
representatives from the accounting
field, the Bon Marche, the department of Social and Health Services,
First Interstate, Hewlitt-Packard,
and many others.
Mock interviews will be given on
Wednesday to help students improve their interviewing skills and
their chance of securing a job. Application forms and resumes will be
required, comparable to a professional interv.iew, with the interviewers scheduled to be Anita
Galentine from Keytronics, Diana
Groh of Farmer and Merch~ts
Bank, and Richard Weeks from
Central Pre-Mix. Students must
sign up this week to be eligible for
an interview appointment.
On Thursday, author Anita
Gates will be speaking on the most
promising careers for the future.
According to Gates, the ideal job
candidate today is a bilingual com-

puter expert with a background in
health care and a law degree.
Actually, Gates does stress that
two careers are better than one. For
example, personnel is a good field
and so is insurance, therefore a job
in the personnel department of an
insurance company gives a person
double security. Other . promising
fields include occupational
therapists, physical therapists, dental hygienists, business machine
repair people, computer ser:vice
technician~, systems analysts,
respiratory therapy workers and
travel agents.
Career Weck ends Friday with a
Job Options Symposium in·
Kingston Auditorium, sponsored by

they are now using are not entirely
compatible with the computers the
Spokane Library uses. Reprogramming the computers is an expensive
and time-consuming task, but
already, Baumann said, the computers at John F. Kennedy have the
capability of stipulating which
books are being requested and used the most, making it possible for
the first time for the university to
know when extra copies should be
ordered.
Vandalism
Research has shown most vandalism of library books occurrs on
materials concerning Judaism,
nude photography, homosexuality,
and art. Baumann said books
which continue to disappear from
the library shelves - many of them,
curiously enough, dealing with the
occult or chess - have been removed from· the shelves and placed in
the Closed Stack Area for safety.
Other books in the Closed Stack
Area have been placed there
because of their rarity - one of a
kind, limited or special editions books that are irreplaceable.
Baumann explained that it would
be impossible to check every book
for defacings - the cost to employ
people specifically for this purpose
would be prohibitive. But, he said
that the library would appreciate it
if these graffitti-like mutilations or
missing pages were brought to the
staff's attention. It is only in this
manner that these materials can be
restored to satisfactory condition

or replaced.
8ook security at HEC
Because of the location of the
Spokane Center's - in an open bay
unequipped with a security turnstile
- book theft is a problem. Library
users are allowed to take materials
from the second floor library to the
basement typewriter room. Consequently, librarians have no way of
keeping track of the materials
removed.
Baumann said that some of the
security equipment has already
been purchased and delivered while
some par.ts remain to be
ordered/delivered. The.projection
date for the security system installation is this fall.
The library at the Center has not,
as yet, been hooked up to the computer system. All checking in or out
is peFformed by hand. The new
system has been purchased but is
not installed. This installation process will take some time and is an
expensive step in updating the HEC
Library. Baumann said when the
library has the funds available to
complete the installation, it will.
The reason given for most of the
problems that exist at Eastern's
library has been lack of funds.
How our library compares with
other schools, who decides how
much the library gets, why they get
so little, and how that amount
compares with the overall financial
condition of this university will be
the subject of part two of
"Eastern's Library."

Alpha Kappa Psi. There will -be
several speakers present from different business fields to talk about
their companies and answer
questions.
Sponsored by the ASEWU and
the Student Employment Office, i•••• SAVE!!•••••••••••••••• COUPON • • • ,
this is the foµrth annual Career
OFF ON YOUR NEXT .ORDER
Week at Eastern. Linda Heiydt,
Excludes Leathers • One Per Custc;,mer
assistant manager of Student
Employment said, "I think it
JIFFY CLEANERS
(Career Week) is a learning ex1708 First St., Cheney
236-6249
perience for everybody. It's a
medium for the students to learn
· - - - COUPON
what this area has to offer and a
medium for employers to learn
what a resource Eastern has to offer as far as young people going into the business world!'

I $1.00
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

------------------------•-LI
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LUNCBEONr.,ENU

Make The Doy "Aosey" Fior
SOMEONE SP.ECIALI

Doz. Roses

Thurs. , April 5 Bf Barley Soup, Mtbal San/Pot Chp, Shepherd's Pie,
Tuna Salad, Carrot Coins, Salad Bar, Wh & Cr Wh Brd,
Van. Crm Pud., Brwn Sar Cookies
Fri., April

~

Sat., April 7

s13es

.Sun., April 8

Clam Chwdr, Deli Beef Sand, Chckn Ala King,
Spinach Sid, Cut Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht &
Orange Brd, Brownies

BRUNCH
BRUNCH

,,.
·,

Mon., April 9

This Week
While Supply Lasts!

Claet's
Flo\Vers

Cr. Chicken Soup, Bacon, lettuce & Tomato Sand., Burritos, Turkey Sid Bowl, Corlf, Salad Bar, Wht & ~ump.
Brd, Peanut Btr Cook

Tu~., April 10 Cr. Potato Soup, Ham on Muffin/with Cheese, American
Goulash, Tuna Taco Pit, Zucchini, Salad Bar, Wht &
Raisin Brd, Btrscotch Bars

235-4916

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

Wed., April 11 Minestrone Soup, Beef Stew/Biscuit, Pizza Sand., Chef
Salad, Fr. Stl Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht Brd & Biscuit,
Sugar Cookies
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COmparahle Worth resolutioo·slow
.
By KALENE PHILLIPS
Staff Writer

women receive about 20 percent
lower pay than men for comparable
work.

For example, a Clerk lypist-a
The recent successful lawsuit
·
job
traditionally held by a
against Washington state proves the
state practices employment women-and a Warehouse Worker
discrimination aa~inst female and · I-traditionally a man's positionminority groups, dail ·spaeth told were rated with Comparable Worth
a noontime audience last week in criteria-and both received 94 points,
the Women's Center.
' , .•. The Cl~rk lf.J?.~~t, ho~~er; ls curAnd a Higher Education Jobs reiitl~ paid ten ranges below that of
study shows pay scales for these Warehouse Worker I.
Recent legislation provides pay
groups start lower and level off
adjustments
according to Comwhile pay scales for men in similar
parable
Worth
criteria "depending
jobs start higher and continue to
on
the
availability
of funds!' The
rise she said.
· But confusion over the Com- legislation is vague and offers little
parable Worth issue-equal pay for in actual material benefits to state
jobs of equal worth-and an ap- employees, Spaeth said.
"A lawsuit seems to be the only
peal.by the attorney general's office
has made final resolution of the pay way we can get what we want:'
Spaeth said, since legislation is pro:·
issue slow and difficult.
Spaeth, a state employee and
ving to be an inadequate solution.
litigant in the lawsuit against the
And last December state
state, paced in front of an overflow employees were awarded back pay
crowd as she explained her eight- to 1979 and immediate changes in
year outspoken effort on behalf of pay differences by U.S. District
Judge Thnner's federal court in
herself and other state employees
Tucoma.
for equal pay.
But the state argues that the
"I've worked for secretary's
wages all these years and the peo- mandate from Thnner would be so
ple that were promoted always costly as to bankrupt the budget.
seemed to be the men. l backed Estimates of the cost of implementhem, cleaned up their act, prepared tation-.qmge from $75 million to $1
their paperwork, 'kept them ac- bnlion in combined retroactive and
curate, did the bookkeeping and current wages to state employees if
the matter is settled this year.
worked long hours.
"The state was not allowed to put
"I also made out their paychecks.
They made twice as much as I did on a trial!' Christine Gregiore,
and they played golf twice a week!' deputy attorney general and one of
Comparable Worth rewards the lawyers for the state, said in a
workers according to their relative recent telephone· interview.
"At the first trial Thnner refused
skills, efforts, responsibilities and
work'ing conditions, Spaeth said. It to allow testimoney from 11 of the
is designed to eradicate the dispari- 13 state witnesses and only two state
ty between women's and m·e n's documents were admitted as
ev\dence:• Gregiore said.
salaries for jobs of equal value.
Thnner did virtually the same
An evaluation committee
representing Washington state thing at the n~t two trials, she said.
The state says they are not liable
employees has reported that overall,

''It's a matter of time''
There's no doubt about it, said
John Hulpke, EWU business instructor.
"It's just a matter of time!' he
said, before Comparable Worth
salary adjustments impact the
economy and private industry.
And Eastern's business majors
are required to complete a course
that explores the changes Comparable Worth pro1>9ses. These are
changes they need to know about
to prepare them· 'fbr··the business
world, he said.
"You look back a few years ago
at General Motors!' Hulpke said.
Hulpke said the State of
Washington shouldn't expect to fare
any differently in the Comparable
Worth litigation. And the outcome
will have a direct effect on private
i1_1dustry.
Businesses need to· be consider.ins the unavoidable changes that
~

" • " , •• h

r

, ',

can only become more costly by
delaying salary adjustments dictated by Comparable Worth.
"Isn't Seafir~t or Rainier Bank
right around the corner?" he said.
The City of Spokane Union
··Local 207 began reorganizing
clerical salaries about two years ago
using criteria gathered from state
and union Comparable Worth
studies, said Lydia Sims, director of
Affirmative Action for the City of
Spokane.
But ·until the case is settled, no
changes in F.astern's state employee
salaries to comply · with Comparable Worth have been· made.
•~ the current time there is really
no approved method as to how that

would be deteflJ!inetl;.' said I~
Zarling, Estem's ~ r of personnel administration.

for the Comparable Worth theory
and they deny "intentional
discrimination:' The state also
argues the issue of back pay on the
grounds of .'~abusive discretion!'
Gregiore said.
And some economists question
the compatibility of Comparable
Worth with the economic law of
supply and demand, according to
Charles Waldouer, economics pro-

Pltoto by CRAIG COPPOCK

Students can soak up a few rays in spite of old Sol in one of these new tanning booths.

Radiation booths new
Phase iil body tanning
By MOLLY ANSELMO
Staff Writer
.
Summertime and suntans go
together like strawberries in
daiquiris, but unfortunately Cheney
sunshine doesn't always cooperate
with would-be sun gods and goddesses. One solution to this lack of
sunshine in early spring is tanning
. booths.
'tanning booths have recently
been h•~talled in the men's and
women's locker rooms of the Phase
II, and offer a fast and relaxing way
to get a head start on a golden summer tan. They
·• ~ l e 7:30
a.m. to 10 p.m., seven days a week,
and a S30 contract covering ten sessions must be purchased in advance
from the cashier's office in
Showalter Hall.
Many myths, surround the process of tanning by artificial rays.
Some say that ultra-violet rays are
harmful to the skin and that they
will cause· the skin to bum rather
than tan. Neither of these should

me

Auto
~l(IAlilllllG IN
'ti ... f.lllDI

New &
GIMl•Wr9cldng
UNd Parts
.....
Vintage Aulo Parta

24 Hour Wredcer 8eMce
,_.TOWING
POii MPMI WOIIK

...~

II •

I

'

CITY~ CNlfaY

PHONE nw1n

IPOKANa IINl77
Waah. Watt•

1-800-572-5155
, St•t• Hotline s.tvk:e
Rout• 3. Bo• 45

CJhM

be a worry with the tanning method
used in the Phase. The method not
only dispels these myths but it
claims to be fast and effective, with
the participants achieving a significant tan in just ten sessions.
Participants get their tan in the
booth while laying on a Super Tun
suntan bed. The bed is comprised .
of twelve bulbs on top and twelve
~n bottom which envelope the body

in tanning rays, allowingi.for a quick
and easy to tan. rain or: shine.
Now there is no need to let a lack
of sunshine stop you from getting
a great tan this summer. If ·you'~ .
not going to hit the sunny beaches
of California before swimsuit
season, a few quick trips to the
Phase can at least make you look
like you did.
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1. Footloose
2. Jump
3. Somebody's Watching Me
4. Girls Just Want to Have Fun
S. Here Comes the Rain Again

Kenny Loggins
Van Halen
Rockwell
Cyndi Lauper
Eurythmics

"l'AVERII

"STUD'E BAKERS"
Foreign I
American

PIIOII -

~\\Nobody has really figured out
what it's going to cost. But we can't
believe the argument that the state
can't afford it. They can pay us:•
Spaeth said.
"We have already made up our
minds what we're going to do and
we won't back down now.'

...;....,--------,·•

presents

.

The case has gone to the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals, in San

Francisco and Spaeth said she
thought it may take another two
years t~.. resot\if the issue.

I: ~t.1:.~s

121:

·

fessor at Widner University.
The State of Washington's position. is also supported by the
Reagan Administration. Justice
department lawyers submit that "it
is difficult to assess the value of
jobs and which ones were comparable!' according to recent news
reports.

; • I'
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Opinion·
Spokane move
a smart choice
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By ROBERT SILER
Associate Editor

Eastern's decision to move its home football games to Spokane
will come as a shock -t9 _piany.
Though games have been played in Spokane's Joe Albi Stadium
in the past, this year marks the first time the home schedule, including the October 20 homecoming contest with the University
of Idaho, will be nlayed in Spokane.
Though the first reaction is that all home games should be
played on campus, the University's decision should be vigorously
supported. It gives Eastern a chance to better serve its ~.pokane
students and gives the football program the chance to become· more ...
self-sufficient.
Attendance at Eastern games has been sparse in the past.
One problem contributing to it has been a lack of consistency
in opponents, resulting in little of the attention-drawing rivalry
that brings crowds to games:
Also, many of Eastern's students are .older, married people, who
would rather spend their weekends at home ·With their families .
..Especially for Spokane residents, who make up over half the student population, it hasn't made sense in the past to commute to
Cheney to watch a football game.
B.}: .J1¢diog games in Spokane and perhaps offering special price
reductions to families of students, Eastern should be able to boost ·
attendance of its Spokane students.
-----------------------------------------·
.
And as the University's football program continues to grow, and
as it consistently schedules opponents from the Big Sky Conference, interest·in Eagle football should grow in the Spokane area.
While Woodward Field in Cheney has servecl the school well
in the past, it has room for only about 5,000 fans. The Homecoming game has the potential, if both teams are playing well, to turn
out 8,000 paying customers-lost revenue if the game were played
in Cheney.
We hear more each day about the "women='
properly.
A comprehensive, yet low-budget marketing plan put together
Middle East from jus~ about every
According to Islam, there are
Although they are few in number,
by the athletic program should help target the neecb of all potenmass media source you can name. tbree religions revealed by God- they are the ones on whom the
tial Eastern football fans. Dorm students and Cheney residents,
Wdve all heard that Arabs are Judaism, Christianity· and Islam.
media focus.
for example, shp:µld \>.e able to ride into Spokane on game day in rich and bavi.: harems.
Since a Muslim reads the Koran
The media seem interested in oncommuter buses or' trains.
Many American have heard that many times throughout his life and
ly one thing, catching the public
Helping the school in this endeavor is the fact that Washington t~e Arabs know nothing of Jesus since the Koran is a comprehensive eye, and if there is one thing this
State University has not scheduled any football games in Spokane Christ, that they worship study of all three revealed religions, minority of .Arabs can do, it is to
for the first time in years. This continued indication of WSU's Mohammed and/or pray to statues. many Muslims know as much if not make an interesting-if not
But none of the above is true.
more, about Judiasm and Chrislongstanding indifference to Spokane should be enough of an imgood-story.
The
religious
faith
of
most
Arabs
of
those
tianity
as
many
followers
It is time for Americans to wake
petus to show to the area that Eastern, not WSU, is Spokane's
is
I~lam.
·
two
faiths
do.
up
and quit believing everything
university.
To
a
devout
Muslim,
however,
Statues,
or
idols,
have
no
place
they
hear.
Especially gratifying is the apparent willingness of the managers
Islam is more than his religion; his in the Muslim home.
They have been handed-and
of AlbiStadium to accommodate Eastern. The rock-hard artificial government-indeed his entire
Mohammed is regarded as no
have
accepted without questionsurface in the stadium, installed at WSU's insistence, will be life-is · based upon Islamic prin- more than a prophet and a man
a .biased opiniQn about a group of
renovated this spring with new underpadding that will make the ciples.
whose good example should be
people whom they know very little
surface as soft, if not softer, than real grass.
Arab countries, as with all coun- followed.
about and which, upon closer inAbout the only real mJuries from Eastern 's :ries, have people who are rich, peoYes, there are some Arabs who
spection, proves to be false.
move into Albi will be to Cheney-area merchants, who have come ple who are middle class and people wave their money for everyone to
The time has come for the
·
see.
to depend on the extra revenue generated by the football games. who are poor.
American people to open their eyes
Those who are rich are very rich
There are some Arabs who take
and put an end to the Arabian
There are no easy answers for their dilemma, and they will unand those who are poor are very many wives, and there are some
myth.
doubtedly suffer.
·
poor.
do
not
follow
Islam
Arabs
who
Abdullah Ahmed
But Cheney will always be able to make a fiving in association
The difference between Arab
with Eastern. For too long this school has not been responsive countries and others is that the
'
ehough to the needs of Spokane. We need to continue moving in Arab countries take very gQOd care
The Easterner encourages responsible opinions and the
that direction.
of their poor people. They give
discussion of issues, both on and off campus, in the form of
In five years, if Eastern is able to develop a competive football them food and money, but are
letters to the editor.
program that consistently draws an appreciative audience, perhaps careful not to let them know where
Letters should be double-spaced and typewritten, with
the money'ean be found to renovate Woodward Field and ·move it comes from. ·
name and phone number ·of the writer included. Letters
According to Islamic law, a man
the··games back to Cheney. The fans would follow.
is
allowed
up
to
four
wives.
without
names and phone numbers will not be printed.
And perhaps, in five years, the biggest football game in the state
That leads to the misconception,
The Easterner reserves the right t.o edit all letters, but only
won't be between WSU and the University of'Washington for the
that
of
a
"harem!'
for brevity. Bring letters to The Easterner office at room 119
Apple Cup, but between WSU and Eastern for the championship
is a concept unknown
The
harem
in
the PUB or mall them to The Easterner, PUB' 119, EWU,
of the Palouse-if the Cougars dare to quit ducking us.
to an Arab; in the Arabic language
·Cheney, Washington, 99004.
·
Let the artificial turf war begin.

~eHers

Arabs: Aaericans misinformed

"harem" means nothing more than

lihe •ice are .playing
Which three Ea.stern administrators were able to take time from
their busy schedules to drink beer and play video games all afternoon last Thursday?
No names, but one of them has a very actJ,ve Job, another's name
implies he speaks straight and to the point, and the third,. well, ,
we doubt if he ate at })is own food emporium that day.
Perhaps, on those hot deadline days, when we can't find some
of EWU's important administrators to chat with, w~ve been dialing their offices in error. No doubt we should have the numbers
o( all the loc~I saloons nearby.
· It's interesting to note that laJS( Thursday Eas~rn's top tiger was
away-perhaps explaining why the.mice (or is that rats?) had time
to play. Maybe, if he were around more often, people wouldn't
so easily be able to get his goat (eee!)
.
Maybe Eastern has become so technologically proficient tliat
all university business can be handled by phone, even if that phone
is in a bar during regular University office hours.
Or are we making a big mistake? Perhaps the administration
has become so efficient that four-h'our, beer-bust lunches have
become a standard reward.
What do you think? ·

..

-------------------=-------------..
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SPflli!J'S.·teniptations sp~ll troub·Je
By STUART MCDOWALL

With spring officially sprung, complete with its green
grass, baseball, golf, shorts and sunglasses, we once
again face serious decisions.
Life is filled with choices, I've been told. Leisure is
definitely important, but how do we go about prioritizing the many activities that seem to scream as the days
get longer and the tans grow deeper?
It's a strange thing, this spring business. people seem
to perk up a little-we see couples start to pair off,
and we just feel like doing more.
Spring fever snowballs, I think, because just as we
begin to want to have fun in the sun, others start feeling the same way. Invitations to chuck the books and
run off with ou~Jri.~n9~.incr~~se-as do the number
of smiles we see on campu·s. It seems like people are
blooming right along with the flowers.
A romantic notion, but I guess that shows how the
season has already affected me.
Unfortunately, as this play/fun orientation rises, so
do other more serious concerns.
Fo~ seniors, there's the worry of finding a job after
graduation-indeed for most of us the job spectre
looms large, whether it's a career or just summer
employment.
But who wants to worry about that stuff when we
can go fishing or bicycling, or just have a picnic at
Turnbull with a favorite friend?
Who wants to study when they can be playing soft-

ball? Combine the call of leisure with a dreamy spring
fever state and academic discipline .seems to melt like
the year's first PoJ)sicle.
Our professors, of course, are immune to the syndrome. Class requirements remain the same, lectures
are as "inspiring" as ever-so how do we concentrate
on course, not .cloth, material?
A lot of the lecture boredom problem is related to
how well we are prepared for class. Since goofing off
is what spring's all about, homework naturally suffers.
Reading wtiile tanning is popular, but somehow our
atte'nti'ori ··dfifts away as wind~ blow the pages, bees
buzz us, Frisbees sail overhead and the ever-present call
of "going to the parfy'!,. .. echoes across campus.
Somehow the sensations of warmth and fresh air tend
to reduce our ability to fully appreciate the jewels of
knowledge we're reading but not comprehending.
Try getting up earlier in the morning, sitting by a
sunlit window with a cup of coffee to do your studying. We conditioned ourselves to wake up over the
winter months when mornings were dark. The sun is
rising much earlier now-take advantage of it. The
peace of a new day, uncluttered by distractions, is an
excellent time for learning.
S(? much for the pep talk. It's time for reality. The
unwritten law of spring quarter is: never take classes
that are considered "hard!' For most of us, there are
pesky General University Requirement courses that

must be taken. To me, the acronym OUR has another
meaning: Get Unbelievably Ripped.
The 100-level classes are especially convenient for
spring studies... .The University is forcing us to sit
through them, yet we foolishly try to "get them out
of the way" early in our college careers. A better way
to maximize spring fun while still maintaining a decent GPA is to spread these "bonehead" classes over
four quarters. For seniors, this is an excellent way to
spend that final quarter.
Of course, for many of us it's too late to reschedule,
or wire taking the third section of a year-long rrogram.
Does this spell doom as we watch this year's work wash
away in the suds of a freshly tapped keg?
Certainly not. Take a lesson from our top studentsyou know, the guys who make learning look so easy.
Ask one, and he or she will tell you the key is time
managem~nt.
As we consider thj_s, up crops that nagging spring
issue: priorities.
Are academics really that important when compared
to fun? Most of us are still young, so why are we forced to "worry abut the future" at the same time when
we're supposed to be having "the best years of our
. lives?"
The pangs of spring need not take control of our
lives. In fact, thanks to Cheney's infamous weather
history, Yte may not have to worry at all. Frisbees don't
fly so well when it's raining.

Why can't we get any concerts?
By SUSAN WALSDORF
Staff Writer
The Pretenders, Huey lewis and
the News, Van Halen and Yes are all
top bands that have performed
throughout the Northwest at
universities other than EWU. Why
can't Eastern bill any of these
plockbuster concerts?
The only major concert held at
EWU this year was the lone appearance of The Tubes last
December. The lack of ticket sales
for this event resulted in the loss of
thousands of dollars to the university said Assistant Coordinator of
Student Activities, Mike Smith.
"Band managers decide basically where the band goes:' said Smith.
"Their management usually prefers..
to go through a promoter rather
than a schooe•
When bands do decide to go
through the schools, they look at
how well previous concerts there
fared-not just how well the past
concert's sold out but also how well
the job was actually handled.
"They see how you•ve done in the
past. Our record (for attendance) is
not too good!' said Smith. "But we
do have a four-star rating for doing the job right!'
Another problem encountered is
the seating space tliat EWU can offer. Reese Court seats 6,000 people,

which is the second largest holding
in the Spokane area. The Spokane
Coliesum holds 9,000. Often,
Eastern is bidding against WSU for
bands and when the fact emerges
that WSU's Friel Court holds
12,000 people, double the amount
of Reese, Pullman wins out. Smith
said that there is a possibility for
Eastern to become a ticket outlet
for WSU next year.
_J
1
Smith has been involved with the
scheduling of activities for anumber of years. Before coming to
EWU, he worked at Western where
he brought them such acts as Kenny Loggins and Al Stewart. Smith
was recently involved in an attempt
to schedule Huey Lewis and the
News for an appearance at EWU.
Eastern was contacted about
hosting Huey lewis over a monthand-a-half ago.
'~t that time, he wasn't that·hot:'
said Smith. The cost to Eastern
would have been $12,000 for the
band's salary and $3,000 for prod~ction expenses.
The Greg Kihn Band's 1982 concert at Eastern drew only about 1,200 people. It was anything but a financial
"I've never met a band that's not success, for the school and the band. Is that why they played at the Cotton Club this year?
in it for money.' said Smith. He
finally did make an offer for the in the Northwest!' said Smith.
The two bands that may be pro- already have exposure can go
Huey Lewis concert but Albatross Albatross started bidding for Huey spects in Eastern's future include anywhere:' said Smith.
Productions jumped into the Lewis as Eastern fell from the bid- Ratt and Insect Surfers. Ratt has
So if you are looking for good
picture.
ding race. "Eastern is in a bad situa- produced a video that is seen on
"~batross Productions is pro- tion for getting good shows!' said MTV. "These groups want to come concerts, look farther t han EWU-bably the second bigest promoter Smith.
here for exposure; the groups that at least for the time being.

Academic senate to meet to discuss proposal
By ROBERT SILER
Staff Writer
The Academic .senate, idle since
February while the administration
prepared a response to ti\~ senate's
shared governance document,
meets the next two Mondays to
consider the administration's
proposal.
The administration document
differs from the statement approved by the senate in February in two
major ways, said Wayne Hall, president of the faculty oqanimtion.
Fint, the document has been
broken into two sections, separating
the principles of shared governance
into one part and the procedures
used to resolve disagreements into
another.
Second, a paragraph (paragraph

nine) calling for faculty represenferences •.. it's more of a reartatives on administration policy or rangement='
decision recommending bodies has
The question of faculty represenbeen deleted from the ad- tatives on administrative bodies reministrative response.
mains a sticking pomt, though.
"We'll start discussing the change
When the administration faculin separating the policy and -P.?f!-. _· ty committee discussing shared
cedure portions ofJhc document aovernance brought the document
Monday, and we have assurances to the senate last November, that
from the administration that they issue was the major stickina point.
will have an alternative to the
Changes maae m tnat uocument
by the senate since November
(deleted) paragraph for the following Monday,' Hall said.
have,n't much changed the scope or
The first change in the document character of the document, said
"isn't substantial!' Hall said. Most
Duane Thompson, provost, for
of the concepts remain, and the academic affairs.
·
document has been trimmed from
But the administration does have
six pages to five.
concerns al>out the issue of faculty
"I don't feel it is that far removrepresentatives.
ed from the document the senate
"The document leaves too much
,gµt forth. There aren't many dif- ill-defined, and is too vague to be

implemented as the paragraph
presently reads!' Thompson said
last month.
He also noted that the faculty
already is represented on the administrative advisory aroup, and he
has invited taculty to sit in on
meetings of the council of academic

deans.
While Hall agreed those are probably the two groups the faculty are
most interested in, "my perception
is that anytime a decision is made
concerning the faculty, the faculty
want to be in on the ground
floor-wherever that takes place:•
he said last month.
'
That could cause problems in the
summertime, for example, since
faculty are paid on a nine-month
salary and might not be around if

crucial budget decisions need to be
made, Thompson said.
"I believe I understand the concern of the faculty as reflected in
that (deleted) paragraph, "Thompson saiu, ..
"If the faculty want to know
what is going on, and feel in some
instances they've been disregarded
and are seeking to prevent that,
then that concern needs to be addressed!' he said.
"The question is: ''}:low do we do
that effectively?' '
"I'm confident that there are
ways to resolve that without
disregarding the concerns of the
faculty on the issue ... Just
because there is no formal procedure doesn't mean that we don't
communicate!'

..
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Sports
There are two types of
chewers. Simply put, the novice
and the expert. The novice is an
easy one to spot. The front of
By COLIN COWHERD
his Eagle attire is usually adornStaff Writer
ed with a mixture of saliva and
chew. It's called "the novice
From what I've gathered,
dribble;'
Earl Campbell isn't a real man.
Likewise, the expert is just ·as
Even quiche eaters agree. easy to locate. He can easily spit
Real men chew Copenhagen. through gal~ force winds. On
Nobody realizes this fact more
than an Eastern Eagle baseball
player. They are the quintessential chancellors of chaw. Kings
of coffee grounds.
"A little pinch is all it
takes ... Skoal, brother. ''
--Earl Campbell

Baseball season
brings out the chewers
in the Eastern Eagles

Commentary

There are 25 varsity baseball
players. "Sixteen or 17 chew,'
according to centerfielder Steve
Anderson . Shortstop Jim
Wasem lowered the count to
"about IQ;' Nonetheless, they
are the real men.

St■ff

photo by CRAIG COPOCK

Copenhagen. The secret to success for baseball players, or just a sign
of a real man?

I've never been granted the
luxury to enjoy a chew. I attempted it once, I got dizzy, my
head spun, I got sick. It was

Rugby team
upsets Spokane

Wasem wants to start using more
than two hands to acknowledge
Eastern victories over Pac-10 opponents.
Several things are important
about Eastern's victory over the
still-stunned Cougs of Pullman: 1)
The Eagles are 1-0 and despite injuries to their top two pitchers (see
story this page) have managed to
get great outings from the lower
half of their hurling staff. Which
only means if the Eagles can get the
entire staff healthy they'll be a force
to reckon with the rest of the
season; 2) The confidence factor is
needed at this point because the
Eagles head we~t . ~n a _six-game
road trip, four of which'•are against
Pac-10 opponents.
The Eagles beat the Cougars by
simply outhustling the Palouse
team.
Picked as the favorites to win the
Pac-IO title, thus expected to

Compiled from

continued on page 7
S11rr pbolo bf DEREK HANSON

.No names, just a lot of action.

Fresh off their 13-game, nine-day road
trip, Eastern' s baseball team was ready to
kick off their 1984 season at home.
Eastern' s first l 7 games were on the
road - a 17-game test believed to be the
toughest pre-season slate Eastern has ever
scheduled .
The Eagles came home with an 8-9
record. And EWU coach Jim Wasem was
more than pleased with his team's showing in the Southwest swing against perennial National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics power Grand Canyon College, a team that had nearly 40
games worth of swings and putouts to
Eastern's then 1I.
Grand Canyon took four one-run and
one two-run decisions from the Eagles.
So far Eastern is O for 5 in one-run affairs, 0 for 1 in extra-inning games.
After playing what the NAIA boasts as
one of its tougher teams in Grand Canyon, Eastern took on probably the
weakest NAIA-affiliated school in the
University of Puget Sound last weekend
in a pair of twinbills.
Eastern tuned up for the Pacific-JO
Conference season, outscoring the Loggers of Puget Sound 43-3 in the four
games. The Eagles also outslugged UPS
38- 11. That's over one run for every hit good production in any league.
But the wins over the Laughers, oops,
Loggers, must be put in perspective.

Most of the UPS Loggers
also chewed. But according to
NAIA rules, chewing regulations are not held accountable
in the process of making a real
man. For all it's worth, there are
those who argue in favor of
chewing substitutes.

Some place a role of electric
occasion, he can even break tape in their rear pocket to imitate a can of cbew. Others chew
glass with a single _spit.
sissy stuff like bubble gum and
The chief glass breaker seeds. Many chew Leaf. (i.e.
Eastern beholds is second Redman, Beachnut.)
baseman John Bridges.
Then there's the look-alike
"He needs at least three substitutes like Kodiak, Skoal
chews a day,' ':Vasem pointed and Happy Days.
out.
Happy Days? Only an expert
It's rumored that chewing im- chewer could of dreamed that
proves batting prowess. Brian up.

Eagles top Cougs
By GREG LEE
Sports Editor
Eastern
victories
over
Washington State University have
been few..
Used to be one could count Eagle
victories over Chuck "Bobo"
Brayton's nine on two hands. At
least until this season.
The Eagles, as they say, have had
a change of the guard. It has started
with their coach-Jim Wasem-a
man that doesn~fmihd- ·taking,.on a
school considered the Goliath of
Paci fie-IO Conference baseball.
It has trickled down from Wasem
and is gradually spreading among
his players. It's called confidence.
And the Eagles couldn't have
started their 1984 Pac-IO season
with a better confidence-insurer
Tuesday afternoon as Eastern stopped WSU 5-3 in both teams' conference opener.
It was just victory No. 11 for the
Eagles over WSU. The Cougs have
notchecF78 over Eastern.

Snavely had a tremendous
weekend at the plate. He smashed a two-run homer and drove
in five runs against the University of Puget Sound. Snavely
chews.

Eagles ready
for Pac-play
The Loggers are a hapless 1-11. Bob
Stewart, a Federal Way High School
teacher who took the head c.oaching job
at UPS last December with little time to
prepare for this year's season, says the
Puget Sound administration is deemphasizing athletics. Which means
baseball, a non-scholarship sport at the
Tacoma-based university, is living on
borrowed time.
Stewart's team is so bad, even he jokes
about his squad's ineptness.
When Easterner staff writer Gordon
Wittenmyer (he got an A out of Stewart's
World History course at Federal Way
HS) asked the always safe conversationstarting question, "How are things going
so far this year?" Stewart replied,
"Lousy. This is the worst team I've ever
seen."
Stewart said he knows of at least five
high school teams that could beat his

Loggers, and a minimum of five high
schoolers from Federal Way could start
for UPS.
So the factors of Eastern's victories
over UPS aren't to be compared with a
win over Washington State's Cougars.
But Wasem had to be pleased his team
didn't play to the level of their opponent
(i.e. committing mental mistakes because
they weren't in the ballgame) and with
the pitching of Dana Cannon, John Harrington and Greg Steiger.

••••
A poll of the Pac- IO coaches by The
Spokesman-Review/Spokane Chronicle
sports staff revealed an interesting prognosticated order of finish.
It's no surprise Chuck "Bobo"
Brayton's Washington State Cougars are
predicted to take the Northern Division
title, but what was amazing was the

Sl ■ff ICCOUftlS

Just like fine wine, Eastern's
Rugby Club is getting better with
age.
In this sense, with more games.
The Eastern team pulled an upset
Saturday, downing the Spokane
Club 18-10. "It was an outstanding
game!' Doug Gresham, one of the
team's many outstanding players,
said.
•~It was an important win for us
because we tied them earlier this
season (4-4) and we needed to prove that we're good!'
And prove they did. The Eastern
ruggers contl'olled the game from
the opening scrum in front of a
crowd of an estimated 75
onlookers.
The game was originally scheduled to be played on Eastern's Woodward Field, but facilities manager
Ron Sperber pulled the rug out
from under the rugby team the last
minute.
The victory improved the club's
record to 3-3-1.

predicted finish for Eastern. The coaches
slated the Eagles to end up in the bottom
half of the division in fifth place.
"Pre-season polls, of course, are not
indicative of anything,'' Eastern 's Jim
Wasem said, "other than the fact they
think three or four of the other teams
have had better traditions than we have
had.
"That may or may not be true. I don't
believe we'll finish fifth.
"We're a pretty good ballclub. We've
got good pitching. If we had the Bauer
boy_ (Eric Bauer, a lefthanded pitcher
who has a 1-0 record and an 0.82 earned
run average in 11 innings of action)
healthy right now I'd guarantee you we
wouldn't finish fifth."
Also ailing is righthander Mark Nevills,
who showed spurts of brilliance in his
freshman season last year.
''If those young men could be healthy, ·
Nevills and Bauer, we'll make a run at
this thing," Wasem concluded.
·
Until Eastern receives the services 0f
their injured hurlers, sophomore
riahthander Jim Olson of Spokane will
have to carry most of the duty.
Bauer is suffering from tendonitis in
his throwing arm. Wasem said he plans ~
to take the Tigard, Ore., native to Seattle
to be examined by the Seattle Mariners'
orthopedic surgeon. Although hi¥ arm is
better, Bauer will not pitch for at least a
week, possibly longer.
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Eagles cut through Loggers
By GORDON WITTENMYER
Staff Writer

What did the University of Puget
Sound basebaJiers ever do to the
Eastern Eagles?
They certainly could never' have
beaten the Eagles if Loggers of the
past resembled in the least this
year's Puget Sound bunch. Yet
Eastern pounded UPS pitching and
stifled Logger lumber en route to
routing the NAIA doormats in all
four games of the two
doubleheaders the clubs played last
Saturday and Sunday.
"They were a step out of their
league;• Eagle coach Jim Wasem
said of the Loggers. "I think we
showed that in the way we played!'
Wasem said he was pleased with his
team's play "though it wasn't a real
great competition situation!'
Adding merit to Wasem's
understatements were Eagle
statistics for the weekend. Eastern
batters hit at a .404 clip for the
series, led by Brian Snavely's 4-7,
.571 plate performance. Steve
Anderson and Mike Bettinson each
also had four safeties for the pair
of twinbills while hitting .500
apiece, and catcher Bill Karwacki
added 3-6 production to round out
the top percentage Eagles with six
or more at bats of the series. The
EWU squad also hammered Puget
Sound pitches for a .615 slugging
percentage. Snavely and shortstop
Jim Wasem connected on home
runs to lead the Eagle power game.
And the Eastern Express didn't
do all of its devouring at the plate.
Eagle gloves gobbled up all that
reached leather in the series,
Eastern guilty of but one throwing
error in the four feasts.
GAME ONE: Saturday's opener
saw a pitcher's duel until the second

Staff photo by-CRAIG COPPOCk

Eastern's Brent Blum takes an inside pitch during a pair of doubleheaders against the University of Puget Sound last weekend.

inning.
Logger pitcher Keith Fugate lost
his no-hit bid in the bottom of the
second when Karwacki led off the
frame with a double into the gap in
right-center. Three runs crossed the
plate before the inning was over and
the Eagles cruised to the 10-0 win,
picking up five more runs in the
third and two in the fourth.
, GAME TWO: Eagle starter
Dana Cannon hurled three perfect

innings of baseball, and Bob Finn
finished up for Cannon facing the
minimum number of batters in his
two innings of work. Finn gave up
a fourth-inning single, but the runner was erased on the ensuing double play.
The game was halted after 4 ½
innings for the second straight contest because of the ten-run rule,
EWU winning 11-0.
GAME THREE: Sunday proved

to be the day of the Logger as UPS
broke a 15-inning string of goose
eggs with a three-run sixth frame in
the first game of the afternoon
doubleheader.
The game also became the only
one of the four played to its natural
end, Eastern taking it 12-3.
GAME FOUR: The Loggers appeared to take control of the game
early, outhitting the Eagles 1-0 after
an inning, but the Eastern offense

was too much for UPS as the
Eagles took a 4-0 lead by the end
of two.
· John Harrington tossed the
three-hit shutout for the Eagles in
picking up the complete game
victory.
The 10-0 loss sent Puget Sound
home with a 1-11 record, one win
better than their play at Eastern
might indicate.

PLU stops
Merca, EWU
Co11111iktl from sh1H a,·rounl~

Eastern's men's ne1ters found out
the hard way last Saturday that
Pacific Lutheran Uni versi ty of
Tacoma has more than a good foot ball program to boast about.

For Quality
and Price

The Lutes' tennis team isn't too
shabby either, Eastern was taught,
as PLU blanked the Eagles 9-0 for
its I Ith win against no losses.

We deliver gasoline,
diesel and lubricants

Eastern men's star Roy Merca,
undefeated in five previous outings,
lost twice against PLU. He dropped
his singles match to Randal Stradling 6-1, 6-1 before Merca and his
doubles partner Greg Stapp lost
6-4, 7-5.
St■ff

photo by BRAD GARRISON

Eastern's Roy Merca .returns a ball in a match with Pacific Lutheran
UniversUy last Saturday.

On Friday, the men lost to Whitworth in Spokane 7-2.

Bill's FILLS

*WATCH FOR 1.M. PL"YER OF THE WEEK*

,.

Eagles' baseball
continued from page 6

/

dethrone Oregon State from its
two-year reign, the Cougars came
into Cheney on sort of a roll. WSU
had fared well in the Riverside Invitational Tournament in the same
southent•· California city. The
Ce>ilgars had knocked off national
NCAA powers San Diego State,
Oral Roberts and Cal-State Fullerton before losing to San Diego State
in the championship game.
But the Eagles apparently don't
read newspapers or watch the sports
report on tee-vee. Eastern jumped
on the Cougars early, added to their
advantage over the middle and late
innings, then coasted on the arms
of starter Jim Olson ~nd the saving artistry of Dana Caiinon, -~ho
picked up his fourth save of the
season.
Eastern was never behind. Center
fielder Steve Anderson, who made
two spectacular over his shoulder
catches on the run to thwart

Cougar rallies, scored the Eagles'
first two runs. After reaching base
on an error in the first inning, he
scored on Bill KarwackPs ground
out to second base. In the third inning, he scored on back-to-back
Cougar errors.
. The ever-improving Brian Snavely got the Eagles on the Boar,4
again in the fourth frame. The
senior from Redmond pushed his
batting average to .452 with two
singles, including a run batted in
and a stolen base.
And his stolen. base typified· the
Eagles' overall hustle.
After singling in the :Eagles' third
run and reaching third on an error,
Snavely shocked .:he estimated
throng of 300 (and the 30 plus cars
and watchers on Heidelberg Hill
overlooking left field) by breaking
to the plate during the pitchers'
windup. Second baseman John
Bridges faked a bunt and Snavely
slid in safe under the tag of the
catcher.

Eastern was ahead 4-1 at that
point. The Eagles extended their
lead .tq 5-l on Steve McDonald's
run scoring ground out.
The win improves Eastern's
overall record to 13-9. Brayton, who
is 12 wins away from 750 as Cougar
mentor, watched his team fall .to
15-10.
Cougar slugger Jeff Corbally, a
high school te~mat~ of Mike Bettinson (Eastern's DH), failed to extend his 20-game hitting streak, a
WSU school record.
And the Eagles went fishing
Wednesday, their reward from
Wasem for such a tremendous effort against the Cougars.
"This is the kind of baseball we
have to play,_' a quite pleased
Wasem said. "We're a little bunch
of guys that scrap and beat the ball
around a little bit and put the
pressur~ _.o n ·defense. They played
oifr game and played very well!'
Heading into their first Pac-10
road extravaganza this weekend, the
Eagles take on Washington and
Portland State.

235-4400

838-50"4 7
103 First

Cheney

Hanes

Men's Underwear Available

ROBERT'S SPORTS
Downtown Cheney
Across Street from Sea-1st
235-8414

►
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Movies
"Greystoke" and "Racing" both well-made flicks
By CASSIE ANDREWS
Movie Critic
''Greystoke: the Legen~ of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes" is by far
the best Tarzan movie ever made.
Allegedly, this is the first time
Edgar Rice Burroughs' story has
been filmed the way Burroughs
conceived it .
Christopher Lambert play~ the
adult John Clayton, the Earl of
Greystroke, also known as Tarzan,
although hoJJ,l,lever called that !n
this movie. Lambert was born m
New York, raised in Switzerland,
and trained as an actor in France,
where he made three movies before
he was cnosen from a group of 50
for the··role of Tarzan.
Andie MacDowell, a former
photographic model who has appeared on numerous billboards and
magazine covers, plays Jane
Porter, the girl that falls in love
with Tarzan. Needless to say, her
portrayal of Jane far o~tshines Bo
Derek's, and she doesn't once appear nude.
The movie was filmed on location in West Africa in rainforests,
and at the largest private home in
Scotland, Floors Castle, the home
of the Duke and Duchess of
Roxburgh.
Early in the movie, Lord Clayton
and his wife, Lady Alice, are involved in a shipwreck that leaves
them stranded in Africa. Lady
Alice is pregnant, and after she
gives birth to a boy, she dies of
malaria. The earl is killed by an
angry ape, and the baby is adopted

JY a chimpanzee whose own baby

has died.
The boy is raised as an ape, and
acts like one, engaging in fights for
leadership and playing as the apes
do. He onfy begins to suspect when
he is a teenaier that he is different
from the others, but this is no major concern to him.
He is discovered by captain
Phillipe D' Arnot, a Belgian explorer (played by Ian Holm) who
has been shot by natives. He is
nursed back to health by Tarzan in
the traditional. ape fastiion. He is
able, after some time, to communicate with Tarzan, whom he
finds out is the son of the missing
Earl of Greystoke. He begins to
.teach him a few words, and eventuaily takes him to civilization.
Most of the rest of the film takes
place in Scotland, where the young
earl meets Jane and his grandfather.
The second half of the film
seems a bit drawn out and not·as
well done as the earlier scenes in the
jungle. It is still well ma~e, but
perhaps too long. The movie's running time is about two hours, and
seems like several minutes too long.
The producer and director of
"Greystoke" is Hugh Hudson,
who gave us the critically acclaimed "Chariots of Fire," which won
Best Film Awards from both the
British and American Academies,
and won Oscars for Best
Screenplay, music and costumes.

"Racing with the Moon"
Set in late 1942 and early 1943,
"Racing With The Moon" is the
story of two young men, their
friendship, and their lives during
the six weeks before they go into
the Marines to fight in World War
II.

It is a well-made movie directed
by Richard Benjamin, who also
directed "My Favorite Year." In
both of these m_ovies he recreates
an atmosphere of a time gone by.
It was the '50s in "My Favorite
Year," and the '40s in "Racing."
The two movies are also similar in
that both are dramas with a good
deal of comedy thrown in, but only enough to still be realistic .
Sean Penn ('"'Taps," "Fast
Times at Ridgemont High'') stars
as Henry. He doesn't really look
forward to fighting in the war,
especially since he is starting to fall
in love with the new girl in town.
Elizabeth McGovern (' 'Ordinary
People," "Ragtime," "Lovesick,,)
plays Caddie, the girl who is living
in the town's rich house, because
her mother is the maid there.
However, because she lives in that
house, Henry and his friend Nicky
assume that she is rich.
Nicky is played by Nicolas C~ge.
Cage appeared in last year's movie
"Valley Girl," a vastly underrated
" Romeo and Juliet" type movie
which has finally come to Spokane
and Cheney via cable and

videocassette.
f'.t,Jicky is a more or less carefree
sort who hates to take anything
seriously, but is now being forced
to because of the war and the fact
that his girlfriend is pregnant and
needs an abortion.
The movie explores Nicky and
Henry's friendship through these
difficult times. They seem to be
growing apart at the time when
they need each other the' most.

"The Last Wave"
'.fhe mov.i~. , on campus this
weekend is a 1977 Australian film
directed by Peter Weir, who also
directed "Gallipoli."
Richard Chamberlain stars in
"The Last Wave" as a lawyer
defending aborigines that have
been accused of ritual tribal
murder.

United
Min.
i
s
tries
Pastoral Epistle
BlessingsI
Spring is in the air! Just as the earth provides new hfe after a winter
of death and dormancy, so does the Church celebrate and affirm
renewal of the spirit during Lent. Make this Spring an opportunity
for renewal through worship, study, prayer and reflection.
There are a number of special programs offered to you by local
churches and campus ministries, take advantage. Commit yourself
to the process of living faithfully and serving In love.
PAX,
Ed

Sundays:

Tuesday:
Thursday:

*

10 AM Sunday School in Local
Churches
11 AM Worship in Local Churches
4 PM Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, K-House
12 NOON Bible Study: EphesiansPUB 31J
12 NOON .Theology for Lunch PUB
MPR
Seminar on contemporary faith
issues with His Life/CAYAM
7 PM Canterbury Group at Episcopal
Church with Rev. Caryl Marsh, Dave
Campbell

*

SPECIAL LENT BIBLE STUDY:
Thursdays, 1:30 PM, PUB 3B
The Passions According to Matthew
with Wayne Scha1:,1b, Methodist Pastor
Making the Bible Alive:
A Slide Trip Through The Holy l!.ands
with John Myers, Pastor, Christian Church
Sunday:
April 8, 4 PM, K-House
Wednesday: April 11, 7 PM, K-House

WE ARE NOW ACCEPT:ING APPLICATIONS
FOR MANAGEMENT POSliTIONS I.N THE
U.S. NAVY FOR:
* BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

i,

*NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
*AVIATION *LAW
* MEDICINE * INTELLIGENCE
*CIVIL ENGINEERING
*SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

*

Coming Up.....
April 29-Crop Walk
May 3-0utdoor Christian Music Concert
May 1.1-13-Spring Retreat at Ross Point ($20)
May 31-Alice in Blunderland, a play

CbriatiaaCharc:11
824 Stla
235-4148

United Chmela of C11r1at
423 N. 8th

238 4193
Tu .... Bal lodle

PutOI' Job Myen

Appllcanta ahould be no older than 28 years old, have a BS/BA degrN (technlcal
degree preferred) or be within 18 montha of graduation, be able·to pue aptitude
and phyalcal examination• and qualify for aecurlty clearance. U.S. cltlzenahlp ,..
quired.

It. ··-·· Eplaoopal Claarc:11

2th
ucl C
United Metlaodl■t Clalll'Gll
23S-8l90
4tla ad 0
,-.. Rn. Caryl Mania
231 . . ..

n. an. ••TM ...._..

I

~I

To make an appointment,
call Navy Officer Programs toll-tree:
* In Washington 1-800-582-4009
r• Montana/Idaho 1-8D0-428-3828 .:
.
'·
Or sign up at the Career Placement Office for our: campus ..
visit on: ·
·· ·
(SE-460) JOB FAIR, APRIL 10iTM

a campt,1 ministry of ...

AMERICAN BAPTIST CONVENTION
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

u:s.A.
.

THE REV. EDWARD T. CHURCH
DIRECT-OR AND CAMPUS MINISliER
K-HOUSE
N. 9TH AND ELM
CHENEY, WA 99004
'
(509, 235-2500

@
.

235-2732

I
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Profile
''MeDl" helps Eastern
students with shuffle
Air Force. Aniong her travels, she
spent five years in Europe and two
years in . the Orient. Cheney was
Over the last six years the steps chosen as the place to ret.ire because
required to perform the it was close to both of their
"Showalter Shuffle" during ·families.
R.ay returned to school after his
registration have been made ~asier
for many by the motherly face and t~irement and obtained two
degrees,and a masters degree from
manner of Marie Osterberg.
EWU and is employed on campus
Known as "l\;tom" to many at the Compµter Center. Marie still.
students, Marie spends from six.. has one of her four children at
weeks to two months every quarter home, Kelly, who is a junior at
assisting students with the registra- Cheney High School. "He's so
tion process in the cavernous·Room good-looking," said Marie, "and
he recently returned from Canada
109 at Showalter Hall.
·
where
he performed as part of a
"I love this job," she said,
and
dance group, 'The Amsong
"because I love working with the
students and I also enjoy being able bassadors,' from Cheney High."
Marie's other children include
to work a few weeks and then have
who is married, has
Kim-Marie,
a few weeks off."
"I'm mor~ fortunate than most four chidlren and lives in Savanpeople," said Marie, "because I nah, Georgia, and Mark who lives
have four very special families in in Salt Lake City.
Her fourth child, Randy, who
the world." These families include
her immediate one, the fellowship would be 2S, was killed last month
found at her church, the Air Force in a tragic accident near his home
people she has known over the in Southern California. The man
years and the large family she loves who hit his car and killed him was
drunk at the time.
at· Eastern.
The faith that means so much to
Marie is an active member of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter- Marie has helped her to accept,
Randy's death. "I feel that the
day Saints and feels that'her faith
death
was meant to be and that we
has been a driving force behind the
all
be togdher as a family again
will
type of person she is.
She has also traveled extensive- someday," she said. "I feel
ly,' accompanying her husband especially sorry for the man who
killed Randy because he killed soRay, while he served 22 years in the
By DORI WILSON
Staff Writer

Pllloto by IEFF FORTHUN

Marie Osterberg guides another student through the rigors of reglstntion.

Try this film quiz
How well do you know your
movie directors?
In honor of the Eighth Annual
Nissan FOCUS (Films Of College
and University Students) Awards
Competition, The Easterner
presents the following quiz involving some little known facts about
some well-known film directors.
The FOCUS Awards Competition grants over $60,000 in cash
and prizes to students who display
outstanding achievement in: liveaction/narrative filmmaking;
documentary filmmaking; animation/ experimental filmmaking;
screenwriting; film editing; ar:id
sound achievement. This year's
deadline for entries is April 20. For
more informatfon, including rules
booklet and entry forms, write to:
FOCUS, 1140 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, New York
10036, or phone (212) S7S-0270.
1. What currently hot director is
the son of British actress Mary
Hewitt? Clue: his sister was
nominated for an Oscar for her
performance as Gregory Peck's
daughter in "To Kill A Mockingbird."
.
21 What is the name of the film
that catapulted Scandinavian director Ingmar Bergman to fame, winning several prizes at the ' 1'957
Cannes Film. Festival?
3. · Actor-producer Tony.Bill made
his film debut playing kid brother
to what famous singer?
4. · What Academy Awarcf-w~nning
director began as a film editor. ,wit~
"Citizen Kane" as one of his
editing c.-edits?

S. What famous director made his
Broadway debut at age 16 as a
chorus boy in "Pal Joey," starring
Gene Kelly?
6.-Whatt\ca
='""'d=em
= y--.Award-winning
actor made his film directing debut
with the movie "Kotch," starring
Walter Matthau? ·
7. What famous directorchoreographer appeared as an
actor-dancer in the film versions of
"Kiss Me Kate" and "My Sister
Eileen?"
8. What was the name of the
4S-minute documentary which won ,
a first-prize at the 1961 Venice Film
Festival, and whose success enabled director John Schlesinger to
switch to feature films?
· 9. What is the name of the movie,
depicting a sensitive study of two
mentally disturbed teenagers, that
marked director Frank Perry's
auspicious film debut?
10. The success of a 24-minute
short entitled "Amblin"' lead
director Steyen Spielberg to larl'd a
contract with Universal Studios. At
what film school did Spielberg
complete his short film?
,ANSWERS

•q:>Gft 8uo, 18 Al!SJ;A!U0
;l81S 8!UJOJ!J10 18 qsJ18u3 8UJApntS
;J!qM AJlU;pu~;pU! u,U!JqUJV,, ,
p;1;Idwo:> ~q - Iooq:>s WJ!J1... •
01p;n,wp81ou seM 8J,KU;JdS ·.01
:.,esn pim P!A8Q;, '6 :.,mU!Wl=»J.,,, ·•
·a ::assp-1 qoa ·L :uoww:»'] )(:>Bf
·9 :u:auoa A:»Jli81S '~ ::»S!A\ lJ:»qOlf
·v :8Jl8U!S )(U8Jd '£ :.,)lr.)S q1u.>A3S .
:au,, ·i :t,J.>A=»d ll(i!N .<epln1es,, .
,, 's.>WVQJ8A\; ,) w1nIpaa uqor · 1, ·
'
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meone he didn't even know and he
me. Of course, I get closer to some pleasant and ready to help,,, and
has to live with that for the rest of of them than others but I love them
Bruce Thomson, a senior
his life.''
all."
econoqlics major, said, "I prefer to
"However, that doesn't mean I
Melanie .Bell, EWU Registrar, go to her because she seems to
condone what has happened. We says that Marie is a delightful per- know things no one else does."
have become involved in MADD son. ''She is student-oriented and
Marie has two helpful hints for
(Mothers Against Drunk Drivers) her genuine concern for the those registering for classes that
and will do everything we can to students as people comes through could ease a· lot of frustration.
help change the laws so things like in her contact with them," she said.
"The first is to sit down and read
this won't happen. The man who
Marie said her criteria for her the first few pages in the Course
hit Randy's car had three previous job is to· be helpful and to "treat Announcement Bulletin as soon as
DWPs against him."
the students like I would like to be it comes out. This has all the imWhen registration started up treated or like I would like my kids portant instructions a student needs
again this spring quarter, Marie to be treated if they went away to to know to register. Underline what
was behind the counter helping the college."
pertains to you. The second is to
students in her own special way. "I
Marie thinks highly of the peo- read the footnotes regarding the
find the spring quarter the sad- ple she works with and says that all classes wanted," she said.
dest," she said, "because lots of of the people involved in the
"I really do love the students,
the kids that I have helped along registration process go out of their and I support them when I'm not
are graduating and I know I will way to help tl)e students.
working, too,' ... said Marie. "I go
miss them."
Shirley Billings, Marie's super- to sporting events and all of the
"Fall is the best quarter because · visor, says Marie is a remarkable plays, but I love the musicals best,"
some of them come back and I love woman. "She goes far beyond the she added.
to watch the new freshmen when call. of duty in her concern about
Marie likes the saying, "A closthey first come in to register. They the student as a person. We have . ed mouth gathers no feet" and says
are so nervous and scared and then, some very caring people working in that she reaJly believes in living by
over the years, I watch them 109, but Marie is special," she said.. the Golden Rule. "I suppose you
develop· self-confidence and I see
Lydia Griffith, a junior in nurs- could just say that I love life,'' she
them blossom. That is exciting for ing said, "She is always super- said.

.

THERE'S SOMETHING EXCITING
HAPPENING IN l{INGSTON HALL!

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
A PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY,
IS HAVING ITS

SPRING 1984
PLEDGE DRIVE
APRIL 5-17

I

OPEN THE DOOR TO A BRIGHTER FUTURE!

·-W L PHARMACY ·
,

,

,._

'

. '

.. Featuring this Week: ·
. Anorted ·Trial Size

Azlza Maacara
For 89~ • Reg. $1.39

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
120 First, Cheney, 23~~4-11 .

KINGSTON 328-A
.,
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"A Funny Thing"
promises laughs
Gelbart
that
clinch
this
musical/comedy~s success.
"A Funny Thing" is the story of
Ps~udolus, a slave and personal
In addition to their current valet to the naive Hero. Pseudolus,
season and; at the request of the more than anything in the world
students of the theatre department, wants his freedom, and is willing
Dr. R. Boyd Devin agreed to direct to go to any means to acquire it.
the University Theatre in the pro- Hero, more than anything in the
duction of '' A Funny Thing Hap- world wants Philia, a lovely virgin
pened On The Way To The from the house of ill-repute next
Forum" - and what a production door.
it is.
Pseudolus, aware of his master's
yearning, makes a deal with Hero:
While enjoying the show and if he can match Hero with Philia,
viewing the simple set, it should be Pseudolus will be set free. The en- •
kept in mind that "A Funny suing chaos as the slave attempts to
Thing" was designed to be a tour- gain his freedom provides for the
ing show played away from the hilarious predicaments and riotous
University Theatre. The set and fun that follow.
lights can be erected in 22 minutes
Pseudolus is superbly played by
and torn down in 12. An applica- Rick McKinnon, a senior majoring
tion for a tour under auspices of in theater in Eastern and recently
the American Theatre Association seen in Spokane Civic Theatre's
and the Department of Defense to . production of "Children of a
military bases overseas has been Lesser God."
submitted for this production - and
Hero is played by Tom Hare.
after viewing their full dress rehear- Hare played Jesus in Eastern's 1981
sal, there's little doubt here that the production of "Godspell." Philia,
application will be approved.
the object of Hero's affection, is
Though much of the liveliness played by Hillary J. Devin, that
can be accredited to the amusing woman with the dynamic voice
lyrics and infectious score by from "Fantasy on a Winter's
Stephen Sondheim, it's the wasky, Eve." ·
risible dialogue and zany storyline
The non-stop action and cleverby Burt Shevelove and Larry ly designed, revealing costumes are
By OPENDACK
Reviewer

''Murder Among Friends''
delights local audiences·
By OPENDACK
Reviewer

I '

If you're in the mood for some
fine entertainment on the weekends
and enjoy a suspenseful mystery
with a generous. portion of witty
comedy - have I got a show for
you.
Now showing at Spokane's Civic
Theatre is a play that will both startle and delight: "Murder Among
Friends,'• written by Bob Barry
and directed by Jodine Watson.
"Murder Among Friends" is a
modern thriller/comedy centering
around husband and wife, Angela
and Palmer Forrester. Played by
Bill Hay, he is a famous actor, and
his wife, played by Joan McKenzie, plans to have him murdered.
As the play unfolds and the plot
thickens the audience finds itself
immersed .in an intricate web of
surprise pit twists, special effects
and hilari<fiis dialogue. The set is
marvelousf beautifully designed;
the costumes, delightful to say the
least, and lhe unconventional use
music - great idea that works.
"Murder Among Friends" is so
well produced that the viewer will
be disappointed to see it end. The
· acting by all is superb, but especially that of Bill Hay and F. Bruce
Campl,ell. ·J was impressed, satisrtained, and gratified
fyingly
by the pr ' sionalis~ of this production. .~1 you consider yourself
an aficionado of good theatre, you

of

/\ ,

I, .
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a
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owe it to yc,urself to see this play.
Perfornlances of "Murder
Among Fi]pds" will run April 5,
6, 7, 8, 1 -· 13, and 14.
Curtai . me is 8 p.m. on all

evening performances; 2 p.m. for
Sunday matinees. The play is an
hour and a half long.
The Spokane Civic Theatre is
located across from the Coliseum
at N. 1020 Howard Street. The
theatre was virtually filled to
capacity so reservations are advised. Prices are: Fri./Sat. - $7,
Sun./Thu. - $6; Senior/Student $4.

.

•

a feast to the eyes - there is never
a dull moment. So much is happening and I was bombarded by so
much wonderful talent at once that
at times I felt overwhelmed.
It is impossible to single out any
one character/actor and proclaim
he or she as the best .. ·they are all
exceptional. But I must admit to
being especially fond of the performance by Fred Holbert as he portrays Hysterium, a frantic senior
slave. Holbert appeared in
Eastern' s
"Hamlet"
and
"Anything Goes" in 1983 and is
fantastic .. There were times I was
laughing so hard I couldn't see
through the tears.
· Just as good were the Proteans
who played everything from
bumbling footsoldiers to whimpering eunuchs. Played by David
Haugen, Duane Naluai and Patrick
M. Stovall, these slick slapstick
comedians are a scream.
The steamy courtesans from the
house of ill-repute are played by

WELCOME BACK!

The H a i r ~
Announcing the
Grand Opening of
Cheney's First Complete

"SUN TANNING SYSTEM"
1 - 30 Min. Session....$5
10 - 30 Min. Saulons..•$AO · ..
H~•AnSo•eoftllea..eflta oftll•&,vat-•Lowa Blood PNeaaN · •Fewn • • la A-■9 Proc:·

••••ctlo•

Come In and Try bl·
Plus All of Our Other Great Services .Owner-Dealgner
235-5169
4'0N GIIAUB■O'J.
112 College

Pam Ferraro, Christine Pilar
Salvador, Suzette Carlson and
Karla Dippel. My compliments to
the costume designer, Susan E.
Peacock - the best job in costuming I've seen in a long, long time.
Christine, I loved your sandals where can I get a pair?
The show is fun, entertaining
beautifully performed, and expertly directed - thanks Doc. It's a
show definitely not to be missed.
I stand, I clap till my hands tingle,

and 1 shout "Bravo! Bravo!"
"A Funny Thing Happened On
The Way To The Forum" opens
tonight, Thursday, April 5 and will
play every evening at 8 p. m.
through April IO in the PUB
Multipurpose Room.
Admission is $4; free for student
with ASEWU ID. Call 359-6400
(Cheney) or 458-6400 (Spokane) to
confirm the availability of tickets.
Festival seating only.

0

People
Rely
•
on ·Planned
Parenthood.
For low-cost professional
f~mlly planning services,
with fees based on Income.
Planned ParenthOOd provides
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Famlly Planning Information
All Bli'th ContrOI MethodS & Supplies
Pregnancy Testing & counseling
Natural Fanilly Plannlng
Sterlllzatton lntormatton & Referral
confl,d entlal services
Welfare Medical Coupons Welcome
community EducatlOn Programs &
Resources

Open
Days
& Evenings
.
....
CALL FOR AN APPOINT:M·ENT

Say it with .flowers

•Conages
•Boat ·

-

326-2142

For that extra touch:!

••n-Cheney
Cheney Protesslonal center
7th & B Street

'.

.

838-7888

1319-1 ST,· '

·o p.EN 9-5:30 MQN.~$AT. .

CHENEY .

Planned Parenthood.

of Spokane

West 521 Ciarlanct Avenue
Spokane, WA 99205
A United Way Agency

•

EWU plilolo

Come and see something funny happen in the PUB as University Theatre presents "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum" tonight through Tuesday at 8 p.m. Pictured from left to right are Rob Bryceson,
Christine Salvador, and Duane Naluai.

•
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Wltat's Aal!JJenin:,
Free tax info at PUB

Sheraton hosts dance

Reducing taxes and making inflation work in a positive
way arc subjects that will be discussed today at noon in a
tax planning and investment seminar presented by the EWU
foundation.
George Cain and Ronald Anderson will be among four
guest speakers discussing taxes and investments.
The seminar is free to the public ancl will be held in room
3A of the PUB. For further information call John Cologhi
at 3S9-2441.

March of Dimes event set
WALKAMERICA is once again clicking its heals into action for the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation on
April 28 at 9 a.m. in Spokane's Riverfront Park.
The trodding day will consist of free balloons, hamburgers,
soft drinks, and hats which will be given to the ·first 900.
The grand prize, which will be given to the most successful
"trodder," will be a Honda Three Wheeler ATC 200m, plus
there will be many other great prizes.
Birth defects are this country's number one child health
problem, striking 250,000 babies every year. Money collected
from walk pledges will assist March of Dimes' programs of
research, medical services and education.
Sponsor sheets can be picked up at the following locations:
7-11 stores, Apple barrel Restaurants, Burger King, Skippers, Westside Honda in Cheney, local schools, and the
March of Dimes office. For more information contact Barbara Martin, executive director at 328-1920.

Calendar
Thursday, April S
Foreign Film: "The Brothers
Karamazov" (Russian), Noon & 7 p.m.,
JFK Auditorium.
Workshop: "Making It in Music," 2-S
p.m., Place TBA
Musical: "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum," 8 p.m.,
PUB MPR
Friday, April 6
Art Exhibition: Chuck Close, Handmade Paper Prints, Spokane Center
Gallery
Children's Movie: "The Apple Dumpling Gang Rides Again," 1:30 p.m.,
PUB MPR FREE
Workshop: "Making It in Music," 2-S
p.m., Place TBA
Smithsonian Institute-sponsored lecture, "Preserving America's Past," 7
p.m., Higher Ed. Center
Blockbuster: "The Last Wave, .. 7 p.m.,
SHW Aud., $I/Students; $2/General
Musical: "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum," 8 p.m.,
PUB MPR
Spring Semi-Formal: "The Models," 9
p.m.-1 a.m., Spokane Sheraton, FREE
Saturday, April 7
Smithsonian Institute-sponsored lecture: "Legal Tools for Historic Preservation," 9 a .m., Higher Ed. Center
Children's Movie: "The Apple Dumpling ·Gang Rides Again," 1:3.0 p.m.,
PUB MPR, FREE
Blockbuster: "The Last Wave," 7 p.m.,
SHW Aud., SI/Students; $2/General
Musical: "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum," 8 p.m.,
-PUB MPR
Sunday, April 8
Blockbuster: "The Last Wave," 7 p.m.,
SHW Aud., SI/Students; $2/Geiteral
Musical: "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum," 8. p.m.,
PUB MPR
Monday, April 9
Career Week
Slide Show: " _Wildernes_s. O,dysscy,"
4:30 p.m., HEC; 7 p.m., SHW Aud.,
FREE
.
Musical: "A Funny Thing Happened ·
on the Way to the Forum," 8 p.m.,
PUB MPR
·
Nooner, "A Little Traveling Music,"
PUB MPR, 12: 10, FREE
THlday, April 10
• ·
Career Week
Photography Exhibition: Stu Lezy,
Eastern Photography.& Print Gallery
EWU Student Juried Exhibition:
Eastern Washington Gallery of Art
Career Fair, 10 a.m.-1 p.m., PUB
MPR, FREE
ASEWU, 3-6 p.m., PUB CC
Musical: "A Funny thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum," 8 p.m., PUB
MPR
..
,
Faculty Recital: Obregon/Edwards,
Trombone, 8 p.m., MBRH
Wednnday, April II
Career Week
P.N.P.A., Mock Interview$, 9
noon, Student Employment, FR~E ·
Slide Show: "Pat O'Hara, Washington
Wilderness," 4:30 p.m., HEC; 7 p.m.,
SHW Aud.,
FREE
•
t
Alpha Epsilon Rho Fashion S):low, 8
p.m., PUB MPR
Nooner, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.,' PUB
MPR, FREE

a.m.-

Pizza pigout returns

Spend . an evening with someone special at the "Spring
MystiquC:' Eastern's spring semi-formal, at the Spokane
Sheraton Hotel tomorrow night from 9 p.m.-1 a.m. Live music
will be provided by "The Models!' The dance is being sponsored by the ASEWU, with discount room rate cards available
at the PUB Info Desk.

See entire pizzas devoured in minutes Wednesday
night as six representatives of ·Eastern organizations
battle in the second annual Savage House Pizza Pig
Out.
Munchers from ROTC, Delta Chi, Football,
Basketball, Track and Baseball will compete to see
who can eat 1he most pizza in 30 minutes. The contest begins at 8:30 p.m. at the Savage House Pizza
Parlor in Cheney.

Lecture given Monday

Artwork on display
A variety of art shows will be on display at various EWU
art galleries.
Between April 10 and May 3 the annual student Juried Art
Exhibition will be displayed in the art building on Eastern's
campus from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Carolyn Stevens is the artist in this show.
From April 6 to May 12 at the Higher Education Center
art gallery Chuck Close will have his handmade paper prints
up for show.
The Showalter art gallery between April 2 and May 27 will
feature the sculpture and mixed media works of Tobe Robbins in his graduate thesis exhibition.
April 4 through April 23 the Photography and Print gallery
presents the recent photographs of Stu Lezy.
. ..
.

'
•'

•,

A six-member expedition that spent four weeks traveling
in the Northwest and Yukon Torritories by canoe is depicted
in a free one-hour slide/lecture presentation entitled "Arotic
Adventure-From Tundra to Mountains by C~oe" on Monday. The crew covered some 350 miles and encountered
various wildlife including perigrine falcon, wolf, lynx, and
red fox.
The show is part of a series of presentations sponsored
by the ASEWU entitled "Discover a New Frontier.'
The free presentation will show Monday at 4:30 p.m. in
HBC Room 8-13. It will also be shown on campus at 7 p.m.
in Showalter Auditorium.

Yell squad tryouts start
Tryouts for the EWU varsity yell squad will be held Friday and Saturday in Room 266 of Ph~se II.
On Friday at 4 p.m. men and women will learn a dance
routine and cheer, and on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. tryouts will
begin and a squad will be chosen for fall of 1984.
For more information call Sherry Dixon 359-6047.
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European art to-,r set
.,

Eastern Washington University
is sponsoring a European art tour
that will visit the cities of Munich,
Vienna, Venice, Lucerne, and London from June 18 to July 11, 1984.
The tour will feature the extravagant 18th-century palace of
Nymphenburg in Munich, the
Renaissance city of Augsburg, near
Munich, Salzburg, birthplace of
Mozart and site of a medieval fortress overlooking the city, and St.
Mark's Cathedral as well as many
exquisite smaller churches and
piazzas amidst the canals of
Venice. An optional 3-day stopover

in London on the way home offers
innumerable attractions, including
the British Museum, the National
Gallery, and the outstanding
theaters of London.
A flexible schedule allows for 5
to 6 days in the major cities and
from 1 to 3 days in the smaller
ones. Travel will be by airliner
from Spokane to Europe, followed by first class train between European cities. Accommodations will
be in first-class hotels throughout
Europe. Students will have the opportunity to shop, enjoy fine dining, and explore the European

cities.
The size of the groups is limited
to 20 people, insuring individualized attention and maximum enjoyment. The fee is $2595 when
returning from Zurich on July 11.
If the optional extended stay in
London is desired the student will
be required to pay an additional
$275 and will return on July 14. A
$150 deposit should be prua as soon
as possible. The balance is due May
4, 1984.
For more details contact Barbara
Miller, E.W .U. Art Dept. 359-2493
or 359-6652.

Council takin' care of busineSs

Kappele Pilgramage Church, Wurzburg, West Germany

at 3 p.m. in the Conference room,·
executi ve side.
Starr Writer.,
In other council business, the
members voted to give ASEWU
Th e AS Council o ffi c iall y
dollars to three departments on
declared position 11 9 open at it
campus and rejected one request
Tuesday meeting. Dean Haller
form e rl y he ld that position ... . for funds. Steve Zander, Finance
V.P. , recommended to give money
However, he graduat ed and moved
to the band for repairing into Spo kan e, leaving the po ition
struments a nd purchasing new
o pen fo r another eligible student.
equipm e n1. The a mo unt wa s
A ociated Student - i currentl y ac$1,850. Forensics rcque ted $416 to
ce pt i11 2. a ppli ca tion . for th e
send Jo Mo rla n to natio nal compositio n.
petition in forensics at Kansas State
Th ayne Stone, AS pre id ent ,
Uni ver it y, a nd the rifle team asknomin ated fo ur people for the po ied
for $439 to end th eir coach to
t ion o f exec uti e ass ista nt. He as ka co nferen ce in San Francisco
ed th e council to approve Dave
-'
wh ere several other uni versiti es will
Rud y to a i t him in organi zin g the
meet to discuss how 10 ave money
office a nd to trength en the Student
o n co mpetition trave l expen c in
Uni on Boa rd o f Co ntrol. Stone
the future. The council was in favor
, ::t nt. Ali a Fo rd to wo rk on PUB
of these three budget requests.
poli cy and procedure , Carlo. HurHowever. they denied M .E.N.C retado to wo rk with Stone in int ernati ona l student relations and Jose
Cortez' job a an executi ve a i tant ha not been determined as yet.
T he co uncil members accepted
Stone's recommendatio n fo r all
four po iti o n. a nd voted them in .
Exec uti ve . taff members will
have o pen meetin gs every Monday

By SHAUN SULLENS

Eastern trivia
From The Norma; Seminar, 1911

NORMAL SCHOOL OR BUSINESS COLLEGE?
Should high school graduates take a business course or spend
a year or two in a Normal School and make teaching their profession?
Normal School education gives breadth and culture-is
general education- while business college education is apprenticeship work almost wholly. Normal School education lasts
all one's life, and is of lasting benefit; business college education must be practiced, or it is soon forgotten , and is not of
help all through life.
The Normal School course lasts one or two years-while the
business course is somewhat shorter. The Normal School course,
however, leads at once to a wage of $60 to $80 per monthexcept in rare instances.
Teaching gives a better social standing than does business,
throws young people into contact with the best rural or village
or city homes-where living expenses are much lower than in
the city where business throws the young man or woman into
contact with all classes, and where living expenses are high.
In hard times the teacher' s wage does not suffer, and the demand for teachers is not diminished. In hard times in business,
wages are cut, and many, many people are thrown out of
employment. Tuition is high in business colleges, is free in Normal School.

Ads

DWI study seeking work study
eligible student(s) to research court
records . Flexible hours, $4.43 per
hour. Requires high level of
responsibility, accuracy, and confidentiality. See student employment office for more details.

Did You Know?
For the year 1983, 2,430 students were paid $2,226,653 as partti me workers on Eastern's campus.

quest for $250 for reimbursement
for attending a conference in the
past. The reason for denial was
because, Zander said, " the
organization showed no interest in
pursuing the funds'.'
An area that the council has been
concerned with is the relation ship
between the city of Cheney and the
student s. Bill Muir, vice president ,
proposed to do something about
the relationship by inviting the
president o ft he C hamber of Com merce, Jud y White, to be a guest
pea ker at a council meeting in the
future.
Also the co uncil was urged by
Muir to attend a meeting of the
Chamber o f Commerce on April 18
to ask fo r suggestions of how to
have bet ter rel at ions bet ween the ci1y a nd the student s. " Everyone's in put will be welcome:' Muir added.

Term Papers, Resumes, Theses, All
your typing needs . Call WORD
PRO. 456-8024. Downtown
Spokane. West 421 Riverside
Avenue. Two blocks from the bus
stop. Thank you.
COMPUTER TERMINALS for
rent. Only $42/month (4 mo.
minimum). Stay at home and program. Rent may apply to purchase.
Call or come in and see us TODAY! ACME Computers. 1727 E.
Sprague, 535-4122.

O n a regular day at Tawanka 54 gallons of orange juice and
12-and-a-half gallons o f ketchup are consumed.
From the 01' Gray Goose of Eastern

TONIGHT
LIVE MUSIC
"Gary Mandich"
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Men's & Women's Haircuts

Free Cellophane

With Computerized Perm
Expires April 13, 1984
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213 "D" St., Cheney

235-2260

Friday Afternoon

Club
3 to 7
s200 Pitchers

25 Words or Less·

Hales Ale
on Tap

Kegs -

$2.00
Deadline Monday 9:00 a.m.
Payment Due When Ad is Submitted
Checks Payable to Alpha Kappa Psi
For Information Call 359-7930

$32

235-6294
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Rainier Pounders
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HOWTOADVERTISE
In The Easterner!
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SUBMITADS TO
Alpha Kappa Psi

:

328A Kingston
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~7900
Ads Must Be Received By 2 pm Friday
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NEW ITEIISI
NEW LOWER PRICES!

~FREE:::::::
FRIES WITH PURCHASE
OF ONE OF OUR

NEW ROYAL BURGERS.
1204 1st Cheney • 235-6126
Coupon Expires 4/11/84

